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Wendy Holborow

i see her

I see her through a cubist’s eye
chiselled planes & angles mingle in black & white
disentangled, broken up & rearranged
in geometric form.

I see her through an impressionist’s eye
rapid dabs of paint, dots, distorted,
sparkling patches of light & colour –
incandescent.

I see her through a miniaturist’s eye
minute, modelled like a doll held in the palm 
of a hand, such infinite patience, 
dexterous.

I see her through a surrealist’s eye
confusion, un-recognisable in shape or form,
her reality disguised in the triptych mirror of art –
instinctive.

I see her through an icon painter’s eye
dark image illumed by silver & gold, a halo
above her head, so exquisite it is considered
acheiropoieta.

I see her through a portrait painter’s eye
perfect in every detail as she gazes
out of the canvas of imperfection, her inner essence,
unveiled,

a slight smile, gentle contentment, 
no smudges of a dark fanciful world apparent in
her reasoned demeanour as she sits, 
poses.
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Kenneth Fields

caducity

Across the quad I see them coming, pairs,
Singles, groups, old men 
Leaving a memorial service for a teacher
   Older than me.

Some are with canes, some walkers. Wispy white
Hair thins in a breeze that blows one 
Off his stride, a feather. Overhead
   The air rumbles, 

Machines designed, like everything, to drop –
The compassionate heart encased 
In carbon fibre, wired 
   For complete destruction. 

The ground trembles. These old men,
Veterans, some of them,
Of wars six worlds down, speak to each other,
   Grateful, as I am, for any day.

If I saluted, someone would return it. Today
We hold these arcades. Palms and bays
And loquats, wanderers out of China, shade us
   All equally.
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Laura Webb

subjectivity 

I liked the way you said Battle of the Boyne
and how you knew who the relevant Kings were
and how when you pronounced their names
they came out of your mouth in italics.

And I liked how Drogheda was twinned with Salinas
in California, and told you about Maria of the same name
and how she was one of the most loyal friends
to Catherine of Aragon whilst she waited for Henry to love her

or so history records. And on nights like this
I like to think of all the twin towns out under their various
moons, communicating in secret tones, attending
language schools, and of Drogheda seen from space,

much the same as Drogheda seen from space
four hundred years ago, should anyone have noticed. 
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Diarmuid Johnson

nead dreoilín
 
Scríobh mé litir chuig an rí; 
 
‘Boladh céire ar maidin 
 Staighre ard san oíche; 
 Ní iarraim ort ach an dá ní sin’. 
 
D’fhreagair an corónach mé; 
 
‘Bronnaim sin ort,’ ar sé, ‘a fhir gan díon,’ 
‘Ach freagair dhom an cheist seo.’ 
 
‘Cé méid bliain nead dreoilín á tógáil?
 Cé méid bliain an t-éan beag á fí go glic?
 Cé méid bliain dó á síorchóiriú go gobach, grinn?’ 

Scríobh mé litir chuig an rí. 
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Leontia Flynn 

28 

Government servants with your dinky backpacks, 
cohorts of bullshit, at its beck and call: 
friend-of-my-youth, and you, my bosom buddy,
how is it going? Have you had your fill
of corporate wine and state-subsidized hunger
fiddled expenses, claim forms and books cooked
to show some profit? Ah, well I remember, 
back in my time, I also cooked the books
for a boss – who then proceeded to bend me down
and slowly, but systematically, fuck me over
while being simultaneously in turn, 
yes, thoroughly shafted by his manager ...
an even bigger cock. God help us all
taught thus to aspire to the ‘professional’ classes: 
what blots on humanity. May they rot in hell. 
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Solmaz Sharif

master film

my mother around that blue porcelain,
my mother nannying around the boxed grits and just-add-water pantry
of the third richest family in Alabama,
my mother at school on Presbyterian dime and me
on my great grandmother’s lap singing
her home, my mother mostly gone
and elsewhere and wondering
about my dad, my baba, driving a cab
in Poughkeepsie, lifting lumber in Rochester, 30 something
and pages of albums killed,
entire rows of classrooms
disappeared, my baba downing Bud Light by the Hudson
and listening to Fast Car, my baba on VHS
interviewed by a friend in New York, his hair
black as mine is now, I’m four and in Alabama, I see him
between odd jobs in different states
and on the video our friend shows baba a picture
of me and asks how do you feel when you see Solmaz?
and baba saying turn the camera off  then
turn off  the camera and then
can you please look away I don’t want you to see my baba cry

 ‘Master Film’ by Solmaz Sharif, (c) 2016 by Solmaz Sharif,   
 reprinted from Look (Graywolf Press, 2016)
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Andrew Jamison 

anti-acknowledgements

I wouldn’t like to acknowledge the nobs downstairs
who, despite the many times I’ve counted to ten
and asked, without expletives, won’t turn the bass down.

I am in no way indebted to them
and their Hendrix, and Led Zep phases,
respectively. The time they lit a fire
at 4 a.m. in the backyard has added 
nothing to my endeavours. I couldn’t
be less grateful to them.

  My landlord, non-pareil, 
deserves no credit whatsoever 
for never fitting draft excluders
onto the front door or into the windows,
taking weeks to unblock the sink
and replace the filament in the fan oven. 
If it wasn’t for his wonderful 
negligence so much more of this would have been possible.
He’s truly made my life more complicated.

To all my friends who’ve never bought my book:
words can’t convey my scorn. 
    This is for them.

Northern Ireland is a constant source
of homesickness and identity crisis
without which I could imagine a happier life.
Particular thanks to my teachers, and
the village of Crossgar. 
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X: thanks for the sleepless nights and writer’s block;
anytime I go to Portheras Cove
or drive down those corridory Cornish roads 
in the unreal light of a vintage summer,
get lost on a walk, or in somebody else’s eye
across a table at a Parisian café,
eat scones encased in clotted cream
and (my favourite) raspberry jam,
anytime I taste spice in a Shiraz,
or get a tannin tongue from too much tea
I’ll think of you.
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Colette Colfer 

minotaur

I am taking him for granted,
this bull-headed man
with his eyes glittery blind. 
Look at me, almost death-masked, supine,
my body twisted mawkishly
by his brute thirst and scorching hands.
He is my Asterion, starry guide, 
his horns my waxing waning crescents.

I am his labyrinthine maze,
his toreador he will devour.
Look at his grimace over my pubis,
his nostrils overwhelmed by my scent. 
He cannot help himself.
And I have cut the thread. 
There are trees scratched into the distance. 
The sky is blazing. 
Fire? Sunset? Dawn? 
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Tom French

bank

There was a rhythm to the cut and catch.
 He cut. You looked. He swung. It flew. You caught. 
He cut. You looked. He swung. It flew. You caught –
 a form of talk that obviated talk.

Work made all speech useless, so the silence
 passed between us and entered into us
and became, with each spit, one spit deeper,
 a ghost bank growing on the spreading ground. 

When it came to it in the funeral parlour,
 unsure as yet our job of work was done,
I could not keep my two eyes off of him,

and kept, from habit, a sleán’s length from him,
 not to be caught on the end of his swing,
in case he had one last good swing in him. 
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Stephen Sexton

the curfew 
 
The radicals sprung the locks that night, hurrah! 
and their lovely collarbones were almost moonly. 
 
Rhinos shrieked and bellowed, elephants tromboned 
and the animals nosed into town. 
 
Sunrise to sunrise and sunrise we kept indoors. 
If you can’t count your onions, what can you count 
 
my grandfather used to say. He said a lot of things. 
Among the other miners he was legendary: 
 
when no more than the thought of the pink crumple 
of his infant daughter’s body came to mind 
 
a glow would swell in the pit, the men 
would mayhem bauxite by the light 
 
his tenderness emitted. 
Some of me lived inside her even then. 
 
The memorial fountain says nothing 
of the weeks before the rescue failed 
 
but mentions God which, as my grandfather 
used to say, is just the name of the plateau 
 
you view the consequences of your living from. 
Or something like that. He said a lot of things. 

He grew wise and weary as an albatross 
and left for that great kingdom of nevertheless. 
 
It would have pleased his handsome shoulders 
to watch this Grizzly scoop for salmon 
 
in the fountain of his friends, or the Bengals, 
or the shakedown squad of chimpanzees 
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who bang and bang on the grocery window. 
One by one eleven miners starved to death. 
 
In the streets they collar or tranquillise 
the ocelots and run a spike of ketamine 
 
through the plumbing in the fountain. 
Dromedaries blue-mood around the pub 
 
aloof under their reservoirs of fat. 
I don’t sleep, but oh plateau! these days 
 
of violence have been my happiest. 
Even a cabbage is not without desire 
 
my grandfather said one day, and now 
among the animals, I feel under my wings 
 
the words for things I thought I knew 
departing, and I understand him.

 ‘The Curfew’ is the winner of the Poetry Society’s 39th National  
 Poetry Competition, announced in London on 29 March 2017


